We extend the basic shuffle on words and languages, a well-known operation in theoretical computer science, by introducing three synchronized shuffles. These synchronized shuffles have some relevance to molecular biology since they may be viewed as the formal representations of various forms of gene linkage during genome shuffling. More precisely, each synchronized shuffle preserves the genetic backbone of the organisms, as well as the linked genes, by requiring the synchronization of some predefined genes while all other genes are arbitrarily shuffled. As for their mathematical properties, we prove that in a trio the closure under shuffle is equivalent to the closure under any of the synchronized shuffles studied here. Finally, based on this result, we present an algorithm for deciding whether a given regular language is synchronized shuffle closed.
Introduction
Genetics is the study of the function and behaviour of genes, biochemical instructions included in the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) found inside the cells of all organisms. Genes can be thought of as words over the alphabet of nucleic acids adenine, cytosine, thymine, and guanine. Genes are arranged into chromosomes, one or more of which form a genome. A genome can thus be seen as a language over the same alphabet. Increasingly, genetics focuses on engineering techniques to manipulate genes and even complete genomes.
Bacteria, viruses, and other microbes evolve much faster than most mammals do, in fact giving rise to a new generation as often as once every few minutes. In addition, they mix and match their genetic information on a regular basis. In the microbial world, such gene mutation and recombination regularly gives rise to microbes with new options. Confronted with the genetic flexibility in shuffling the genes in a gene pool, some believe that this reality of nature equates mega-evolution, even though the process never results in an entirely new kind of life. Others, like us, claim that this is impossible. A deck of 52 cards can be repeatedly shuffled and dealt to produce a wide variety of hands, but the result never adds new cards (information) to the deck. Likewise, no new information is added to the gene pool by shuffling the genes or by gene mutations. While mutations may damage or destroy one or more genes in the gene pool, such modifications can never launch one kind of life form into another. Whatever gene mutations or shuffles, a bacterium still descends from a bacterium, remains a bacterium, and will propagate only other bacteria-even in millions of years. In other words, whatever the gene mutation or gene shuffle, the output still preserves a "backbone" of the original organism.
A possible explanation is the phenomenon of gene linkage, the hereditary association of genes located on the same chromosome. Genes being close to each other on a chromosome tend to remain together over time (where one goes they all go). When the genetic code is shuffled in each generation, genes being close to each other thus tend to remain close to each other in future offspring-a major gene shuffle involving these genes thus being a rare event. The same phenomenon occurs when shuffling a deck of cards: two cards next to each other have a high probability of remaining next to each other for many more shufflings. Gene linkage thus explains why multiple diseases are sometimes inherited together: if two defective genes, coding two diseases, are right next to each other on a chromosome, they tend to be inherited as a single unit.
Recently, genetic engineers have developed techniques of gene shuffling and genome shuffling as in vitro processes that mimic the natural evolutionary processes of gene mutation and recombination on an accelerated scale. This process can be thought of as repeatedly shuffling and splitting two decks of cards based on tests for desired characteristics. In [24] , it was shown how a combination of gene shuffling and recombination can be used to direct the evolution of the bacterium Streptomyces fradiae, which is widely used to produce antibiotics. In [20] , on the other hand, the manipulation of the plasmids k1 and k2 (particular types of genomes of circular shape) from the dairy yeast Kluyveromyces lactis by means of gene shuffling was exploited to investigate gene function.
Along the same lines we mention a computational framework for modelling the logical behaviour of a class of gene networks, mainly based on language shuffle under certain types of constraints, which is discussed in [7] . The individual genes of the networks are modelled by finite automata. The interaction mechanism among the genes is regulated by some constraints, called positive and negative controls. By computing the shuffle of languages defined by genes under these constraints one obtains the complete set of pathways in the given gene network.
In this article we extend the basic shuffle operation on words and languages, well known in theoretical computer science, by introducing three synchronized shuffle operations. These synchronized shuffles have some relevance to molecular biology since they may be viewed as the formal representations of various forms of gene linkage during genome shuffling. More precisely, each synchronized shuffle preserves the genetic backbone of the organisms, as well as the linked genes, by requiring the synchronization of some predefined genes while all the other genes are arbitrarily shuffled. In theoretical computer science these synchronized shuffles come into play, e.g., when one tries to prove that an automata-based specification model satisfies compositionality, in the sense that the specification (behaviour) of a composite system (automaton) can be obtained from those of its constituents.
This article is organized as follows. We begin by formally defining the synchronized shuffle operations, after which we compare them to similar operations from the literature. Subsequently, we show that in a trio the closure under shuffle is equivalent to the closure under any of these synchronized shuffles. Based on this result, we then give an algorithm for deciding whether a given regular language is synchronized shuffle closed. Finally, we briefly come back to the relevance of synchronized shuffles for proving the compositionality of automata-based models.
Preliminaries
We assume familiarity with some basic notions from algebra and formal language theory. For any unexplained notion, we refer the reader to [19, 23] .
We have the following conventions. Set inclusion is denoted by ⊆. The set difference of sets V and W is denoted by V \ W . The powerset of a set V is denoted by P(V ) and the empty set is denoted by л. For convenience we sometimes denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n} by [n]. Then [0] = л. The empty word is denoted by . For a word v ∈ V * , we use |v| to denote its length. Thus | | = 0. The alphabet of v is denoted by (v) and consists of all symbols that actually occur in v. Thus ( ) = л.
Let and be two alphabets. A morphism h : * − → * such that |h(a)| 1 for any a ∈ is called a weak literal morphism. The function pres , also called the projection on , is a weak literal morphism from * into * defined by pres (a) = a if a ∈ and pres (a) = otherwise. In other words, pres preserves the symbols from and erases all other symbols. By convention, pres л (v) = , for any word v.
A finite transducer is a sixtuple M = (Q, V , U, f, q 0 , F ), where Q is the set of states, V is the input alphabet, U is the output alphabet, f is the transition-and-output mapping from Q × (V ∪ { }) to finite subsets of Q × U * , q 0 ∈ Q is the initial state, and F ⊆ Q is the set of final states. If f is a function from Q × V to finite subsets of Q × U * , i.e. M reads exactly one symbol at each transition, then A is said to be a sequential transducer. In the literature, these devices are also called generalized sequential machines [9] . The transition function may be extended in a natural way to Q × V * . Each finite transducer M as above defines a finite transduction
Shuffles and synchronized shuffles
A shuffle of two words is an arbitrary interleaving of subwords of these words such that it contains all symbols of both words, like shuffling two decks of cards. This is a wellknown language-theoretic operation with a long history in theoretical computer science, in particular within formal languages. In the literature shuffling may also be called interleaving, weaving, or merging, and-given words u and v-denoted [6, [10] [11] [12] 17, 19, 21] . The underlying idea also appears in other forms throughout computer science, within concurrency theory, e.g., as semantics of parallel operators modelling communication between processes [1, 5, 18] .
Shuffle
Formally, the shuffle of words u, v ∈ * is a set of words denoted by u v and defined recursively as
and
The shuffle of two languages
and is defined as a language consisting of all words that are a shuffle of a word from L 1 and a word from L 2 . Thus
Note that the shuffle of two words never equals the empty set, i.e. given u, v ∈ * , then u v = л. Furthermore, given a word w ∈ u v, it is clear that (w) = (u) ∪ (v) and that |w| = |u| + |v|. Finally, it is plain that the shuffle operation is both commutative and associative, i.e.
, for all words u, v, w ∈ * . We continue our exposition on shuffles by introducing three more intriguing types, built on top of the basic shuffle. Rather than freely interleaving the letters of the words being shuffled, part of these letters are now synchronized. These synchronized letters, while occurring in each of the words being shuffled, thus occur only once in the resulting words. Furthermore, the sequence of synchronized letters forms a "backbone" of the resulting words, which means that there is an order that the letters being synchronized must adhere to.
As was the case for shuffling, the idea underlying these synchronized shuffles is not new, but it appears in other forms throughout computer science. The idea seems to stem from the concurrent composition P ⊕ Q of synchronizing processes P and Q as defined in [13] . Within formal languages, a slightly adapted version of the idea was introduced in [8] as the 'produit de mixage' u v of words u and v. This operation was renamed synchronized shuffle in [15] and in [2, 4] it was generalized to the synchronized shuffle (S-shuffle for short) u v on an arbitrary alphabet (of letters subject to synchronization) of (possibly infinite) words u and v. In [2, 4] two special cases of the S-shuffle were also defined, viz.-given a word u over 1 and a word v over 2 -the relaxed synchronized shuffle (rS-shuffle for short) u 1 2 v = u ∩ 1 ∩ 2 v on an arbitrary alphabet of u and v, and the full synchronized shuffle (fS-shuffle for short) u 1 2 v = u 1 ∩ 2 v of u and v, both with respect to 1 and 2 . Note that the S-shuffle on an arbitrary alphabet ⊆ ( 1 ∪ 2 ) of u ∈ * 1 and v ∈ * 2 is a slight generalization of both the concurrent composition as defined in [13] , which requires 1 = 2 , and the synchronized shuffle operation as defined in [8, 15] , which requires = (u) ∩ (v). These operations can thus be distinguished by the alphabet on which they require words to synchronize. Within concurrency theory, finally, two more slightly adapted versions of the idea were introduced in [22] as the weave u w v = u 1 2 v of words u and v, and in [18] as the alphabetized parallel composition P X Y Q of processes P and Q-given alphabets X and Y.
Also, the new synchronized shuffles that we define next can be distinguished from each other by the manner in which they require the words to synchronize. As we proceed, we will briefly compare our variants to those above, but for a more complete comparisonincluding (fair) synchronized shuffles on infinite words and infinitary languages-we refer the reader to [2] .
Strongly synchronized shuffle
Given words u, v ∈ * and a subset of , the strongly synchronized shuffle of u and v on requires u and v to synchronize on all occurrences of the letters from , while all other letters are shuffled. This means that pres (u) = pres (v) must hold.
Formally, the strongly synchronized shuffle (SS-shuffle for short) of words u, v ∈ * on ⊆ is denoted by u S v and is defined as
e. all words in u S v have the same backbone.
Weakly synchronized shuffle
Given words u, v ∈ * and a subset of , the weakly synchronized shuffle of u and v on requires u and v to synchronize on some occurrences of the letters from , while all other occurrences together with the letters not appearing in are shuffled, provided that each pair of subwords that is to be shuffled cannot synchronize on any occurrence of the letters from . Now pres (u) = pres (v) does not necessarily hold anymore.
Formally, the weakly synchronized shuffle (WS-shuffle for short) of words u, v ∈ * on ⊆ is denoted by u W v and is defined as 
Arbitrarily synchronized shuffle
Given words u, v ∈ * and a subset of , the arbitrarily synchronized shuffle of u and v on requires u and v to synchronize on some occurrences of the letters from or none, while all other occurrences together with the letters not appearing in are shuffled.
Formally, the arbitrarily synchronized shuffle (AS-shuffle for short) of words u, v ∈ * on ⊆ is denoted by u A v and is defined as As this example shows, the three synchronized shuffle operations applied to words u and v may yield languages of increasing size, even if pres (u) = pres (v).
We now look at the relation between the three synchronized shuffles and the basic shuffle. To begin with, each synchronized shuffle is indeed a generalization of the shuffle: u
v, for all u, v ∈ * , and X ∈ {S, W, A}. Next, let u, v ∈ * and let ⊆ be such that (u) ∩ (v) ⊆ . Then
The condition (u) ∩ (v) ⊆ is necessary. This can be concluded from Example 1, where we see that (u
Based on the relation between SS-shuffles and shuffles, we obtain an alternative definition of the SS-shuffle operation in terms of morphisms. Let u, v ∈ * and let ⊆ be such
Note that condition (u) ∩ (v) ⊆ is satisfied whenever = .
It is worth mentioning that the SS-shuffle on of u and v equals the rS-shuffle (S-shuffle) on of u and v as defined in [2, 4] . Moreover, if = , then the SS-shuffle on of u, v ∈ * equals the fS-shuffle (S-shuffle) on of u and v as defined in [2, 4] as well as the weave of u and v as defined in [22] . To the best of our knowledge, however, the WS-shuffle and the AS-shuffle are new types of synchronized shuffles.
Recall that the result of the shuffle of an arbitrary word and the empty word consists of the arbitrary word only, i.e. the shuffle operation has unit element . Due to the requirement of a matching backbone, we immediately conclude that this in general does not hold when the SS-shuffle rather than the shuffle is considered. In fact, for an alphabet and a word u, we note that u S = S u equals {u} if and only if ∩ (u) = л or = л. On the other hand, u X = X u = {u}, for any word u and X ∈ {W, A}. We now discuss the associativity of the three synchronized shuffles that we introduced. We start by extending the operations defined above to languages as follows. Let X ∈ {S, W, A}.
and is defined as the language consisting of all words that are an XS-shuffle on of a word from L 1 and a word from L 2 . Hence
Proposition 2.
Let be an alphabet and let ⊆ have at least two letters.
The SS-shuffle and the AS-shuffle are commutative and associative. 2. The WS-shuffle is commutative, but not associative.
Proof. 1. The commutativity of all three shuffles follows easily from the definitions and the commutativity of the basic shuffle. As the backbone of every word in the SS-shuffle on a given alphabet of two words is the same word, inherited from the two words, and the basic shuffle is associative, it follows that the SS-shuffle is associative. Let x, y, z ∈ * and let ⊆ . Since A is commutative, the inclusion ((
is sufficient for proving the associativity of the AS-shuffle.
We associate with any word w ∈ ((x A y) A z) the word
with i j ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ [3] , and j ∈ [n], such that the following conditions are satisfied: (i) w = a 1 a 2 · · · a n and (ii) x = h 1 (w ), y = h 2 (w ), and z = h 3 (w ), where the morphisms h i , with i ∈ [3] , are defined by
Let us assume w ∈ u A z, for some u ∈ x A y. Informally, the occurrence of a j , 1, 0, 0 , a j , 0, 1, 0 , or a j , 0, 0, 1 on the jth position of w means that the occurrence of a j on the jth position of w comes directly from an occurrence of a j in x, y, or z, respectively. The occurrence of a j , 1, 1, 0 on the jth position of w means that the occurrence of a j on the jth position of w comes from the synchronization of x and y on an occurrence of a j in both words, while u and z do not synchronize on this occurrence of a j . The occurrence of a j , 1, 0, 1 on the jth position of w means that the occurrence of a j on the jth position of w comes from the synchronization of u and z on an occurrence of a j in both words, but this occurrence of a j in u comes directly from x. An analogous meaning is associated with each occurrence of a letter a j , 0, 1, 1 . Finally, the occurrence of a j , 1, 1, 1 on the jth position of w means that the occurrence of a j on the jth position of w comes from the synchronization of x and y on an occurrence of a j in both words, while u and z do further synchronize on this occurrence of a j .
More formally, the word w can be constructed in two phases as follows: (1, 2) 
(w ) ∈ x
A y, h (1, 3) 
and h (2, 3) (w ) ∈ y A z, where the morphisms h (i,j ) , with i, j ∈ [3] and i = j , are defined by
Consequently, w ∈ (x A (y A z)). 2. The WS-shuffle is not associative. Let = = {a, b} and consider the three words x = ab, y = ba, and z = ba. One can easily verify by direct calculus that baba
Synchronized shuffles on languages
In this section we present a few properties of some families of languages with respect to the (synchronized) shuffle operations defined above.
We write
Let L ⊆ * be a language and let ⊆ . Let X ∈ {S, W, A}. A family of languages F is said to be fully closed under XS-shuffle if for any two languages L 1 , L 2 ∈ F and any
Then we say that
A family of languages which is closed under (non-erasing) morphisms, inverse morphisms, and intersection with regular languages is called a full trio (trio). By the aforementioned considerations, any family that is fully closed under XS-shuffle, with X ∈ {S, W, A}, is closed under shuffle as well. By the next three propositions, we show that in a trio the closure under any of the shuffles defined in this article implies the closure under all the others.
Proposition 4. Every trio is closed under shuffle if and only if it is fully closed under SS-shuffle if and only if it is closed under SS-shuffle.
Proof. We first prove the full closure of the trio F under SS-shuffle, provided that F is closed under shuffle. Let L 1 , L 2 ⊆ * be two languages in F and let ⊆ . We define the new alphabet = { a | a ∈ } and consider the morphism h :
Let M be a sequential transducer which defines a finite transduction from ( ∪ ) * onto * and works as follows: 1. M verifies the following two conditions to be satisfied: (i) each occurrence of a letter a from in the input word w is immediately followed by a, and (ii) each occurrence of a letter a, with a from , in the input word w is immediately preceded by a. 2. When reading any subword a a, with a ∈ , M outputs a.
When reading any
Since any trio is closed under transducer mappings, it follows that F is fully closed under SS-shuffle. Clearly, any family fully closed under SS-shuffle is closed under SS-shuffle. It remains to prove the closure of F under shuffle, provided that F is closed under SS-shuffle. To this end, for two languages L 1 , L 2 ⊆ * in F we define the same alphabet and morphism h as above. Furthermore, we consider the morphism f :
which concludes the proof.
It is worth mentioning that the above result holds for families of languages having only two out of the three closure properties of a trio, namely they are closed under morphisms and inverse morphisms.
Proposition 5. Every trio is closed under shuffle if and only if it is fully closed under WS-shuffle if and only if it is closed under WS-shuffle.
Proof. We first prove the full closure of the trio F under WS-shuffle, provided that F is closed under shuffle. Let L 1 , L 2 ⊆ * be two languages in F and let ⊆ . We define the new alphabets = { a | a ∈ } and = { a | a ∈ }. Let the finite substitution s :
* −→ P(( ∪ ) * ) be defined by s(a) = {a}, for any a ∈ \ , and s(a) = {a, a}, for any a ∈ . Now we construct a sequential transducer M which reads words from ( ∪ ∪ ) * and outputs words in * . It works iteratively in two phases as follows: 1. M scans the input word until either an occurrence of a, for some a ∈ , is encountered or the input word is completely read. Along this computation, when reading a letter b from and c from , M writes b and c, respectively. However, if the currently scanned subword of the input word contains a pair of letters (c, c), for some c ∈ , then M enters a designated error state and blocks the computation. This checking process can be done by storing the letters from ∪ read so far in the current state. 2. When a is reached, the second phase starts. M enters a new state and, without writing anything, verifies whether the next input symbol is exactly a. If this is not the case, then M enters the error state and blocks the computation. Otherwise, M enters the initial state and writes one a only. Now the first phase is resumed for the rest of the input word. 3. All states are final, except the error state and the states of the second phase. From these explanations,
Since any trio is closed under finite substitutions and transducer mappings, it follows that F is closed under WS-shuffle. The final part of the previous proof works well for proving the closure of F under shuffle, provided that F is closed under WS-shuffle.
Obviously, a similar construction as above holds for the AS-shuffle. Hence
Proposition 6. Every trio is closed under shuffle if and only if it is fully closed under AS-shuffle if and only if it is closed under AS-shuffle.
Based on the above results we can now present a procedure for deciding whether a regular language is XS-shuffle closed w.r.t. any given alphabet of letters subject to synchronization. 
As F is (fully) closed under XS-shuffle, for any X ∈ {W, A}, it is closed under shuffle, a property which together with the closure under morphisms and inverse morphisms implies the closure of F under intersection.
We now present a characterization of the family of nonempty finite languages with a single binary generator involving the synchronized shuffles. Proof. Clearly the smallest family containing the language {ab}, closed under union, closed under weak literal morphisms, and (fully) closed under any synchronized shuffle, denoted by F, contains finite languages only.
Conversely, the languages { } and {a}, for any letter a, belong to F due to its closure under weak literal morphisms. The closure properties of F imply that it suffices to prove that the singleton language consisting of an arbitrary word w = a 1 a 2 · · · a n , with a i = a j and 1 i = j n, lies in F. We prove this by induction on n. Obviously, the assertion holds for n ∈ {0, 1, 2}. For any n 3 and X ∈ {S, W, A}, we have {w} = {a 1 a 2 · · · a n−1 } X {a n−1 } {a n−1 a n }.
Conclusion
In this article we have studied synchronized shuffles on words and languages. In the introduction we have already hinted at their relevance to molecular biology by viewing them as the formal representations of varieties of gene linkage during genome shuffling. This is a topic worth further investigation. Here we elaborate on their usefulness in other areas. To begin with, synchronized shuffles are useful when proving compositionality of automata-based specification models such as team automata.
Team automata form a flexible framework for modelling collaboration between system components [2, 3, 14] . The crux of composing a team automaton is to define the way in which its constituting automata communicate through synchronizations of shared actions. A number of fixed strategies for composing team automata were defined in [3] . Consequently, the conditions under which these strategies lead to team automata satisfying compositionality were studied in [4] . To this end, a synchronized shuffle and two special cases, viz. the relaxed synchronized and the full synchronized shuffle, were defined. It was shown that some fixed strategies lead to team automata satisfying compositionality, in the sense that the behaviour of a certain team automaton equals a certain synchronized shuffle of the behaviour of its constituting automata. For some types of team automata, compositionality was thus proved by using synchronized shuffles.
In order to identify more types of team automata satisfying compositionality, it is necessary to establish precise conditions under which the behaviour of team automata defined according to other fixed strategies can be obtained from that of their constituting automata. This calls for more types of synchronized shuffles than those introduced in [4] . It remains to be investigated whether the synchronized shuffles introduced in this article can be used to prove specific team automata to be compositional. This undoubtedly requires these synchronized shuffles to satisfy some of the fundamental mathematical properties studied in this article.
Finally, it also remains to be investigated whether the synchronized shuffles introduced in this article can be used to model some aspects of parallel compositions of concurrent processes that contain re-entrant routines, such as those that are part of the kernel of operating systems like UNIX and LINUX. An algebraic approach to modelling such processes was initiated in [16] and continued in [1] .
